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Abstract—Most of shopping web sites support a function of user-provided item reviews. It has been shown that reviews have a profound effect on item conversion rates. Cosmetic item reviews carry particular importance in purchasing decisions because of their personal nature, and particularly because of the potential for irritation with unsuitable items. In this paper, we try to develop a user similarity calculating method for a cosmetic review recommender system. To realize such a recommender system, we propose a method for automatic scoring of various aspects of cosmetic item review texts based on an evaluation expression dictionary curated from a corpus of real world online reviews. Furthermore, we consider how to calculate user similarity of cosmetic review sites.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, Most of shopping web sites have added support for user-provided reviews. These are very helpful for consumers to decide whether to buy a commercial item, and they have been shown a significant impact on conversion rates. In particular, consumers make careful choices about cosmetics since unsuitable items frequently cause skin irritations. “@cosme”[1] is a cosmetics review site that is very popular among Japanese young women. While the site can be helpful for their decision making, it is not easy to find truly suitable cosmetics because of the lack of explanation and granularity in user’s reviews and scores of cosmetic items. As an example, there is no guarantee that a cosmetics item mentioned as good for dry skin is always suitable for people who have dry skin. Since the compatibilities between skin and cosmetics items differ from one user to another, we believe that it is important to identify users who share common preferences for cosmetic items and to share reviews among those niche communities. In order to realize the proposed approach, we design and evaluate a collaborative recommender system for cosmetic items, which incorporates opinions of similar-minded users and automatically scores fine grained aspects of item reviews.

To develop the review recommender system, our system adopts the scores by similar users. We have proposed a basic concept of automatic scoring method of various aspects of cosmetic items in our previous work[2].

Therefore, in this paper, we propose the user similarity calculating method for cosmetic review recommender system.

II. RELATED WORK

There are many websites to provide reviews by the consumers. For example, Amazon.com[3] and Priceprice.com[4] are popular shopping sites over the Internet, and these sites provide reviews of their merchandise by the consumers. And “Tabelog” is also popular website in Japan. This website does not sell products, it provides restaurant’s information and reviews. In particular, we realize the system by using the following method. (see Fig.1)

1) Automatic scoring of various aspects of cosmetic item (Section III)
2) User similarity calculating method considering various aspects of cosmetic item (Section IV)

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The related work is given in Section II. Then Section III describes the method for automatic scoring of various aspects of cosmetic item review texts based on evaluation expression dictionary. In Section IV, we show the User similarity calculating method. We conclude the paper in Section V.

Fig. 1. Example of automatic scoring and user clustering
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The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The related work is given in Section II. Then Section III describes the method for automatic scoring of various aspects of cosmetic item review texts based on evaluation expression dictionary. In Section IV, we show the User similarity calculating method. We conclude the paper in Section V.
Inc. that is a operation company of this system, at October 2016, the number of monthly page view is 280 million, the number of member is 3.9 million, and the total number of review is 1300 million[5]. From this report, many women exchange information about beauty and cosmetics through the service of @cosme. At the service of @cosme, they provide many information about cosmetic items of various cosmetic brands. Hence, users can compare cosmetic items through the various cosmetic brands. Reviews are composed of review text, scores, tag about effects, etc. Furthermore, the system has profile data that includes information about age and skin type, made by the users when they enroll as a member. Therefore, users who want to browse the reviews can search the reviews according to their own purposes, for example, reviews sorted by the scores or focused on one effect.

Along with the popularization of these review services, several researches about analysis of reviews have been conducted in the past. For example, O’Donovan et al. evaluated their AuctionRules algorithm—a dictionary-based scoring mechanism for eBay reviews of Egyptian antiques. They showed that the approach was scalable and particularly that a small amount of domain knowledge can greatly improve prediction accuracy compared against traditional instance-based learning approaches. In our previous study, we analyze reviews of the cosmetic items[6]. In order to determine if the review is positive review or negative review, we make dictionaries for the Japanese language morphological analysis, which composed of positive expression and negative expression of cosmetic items. This previous research is aimed to develop the system to provide the reviews that take account of the user’s profile, then, that system tries to retrieve information from blogs and SNS, and merge the information to the same format. Our final goal of current study is to develop a method for automatic scoring of review texts, according to various aspects of cosmetic items.

Nihongi et al. propose a method for extracting the evaluation expression from the review texts, and they develop the product retrieval system using evaluation expressions[7]. Our research focuses on the analysis of the review for cosmetic items, and we are aimed to find similar users about preferences and feelings in order to recommend truly useful reviews.

Yao et al. conduct a questionnaire to examine the impact of reviews to their purchasing behavior[8]. In order to investigate what kind of reviews are trusted, they conduct a hypothesis verification. The results obtained from hypothesis verification are contrary to their intention, but the results obtained from the variance analysis show that reviews have impacts to the purchasing behavior.

Titov et al. propose a statistical model for sentiment summarization[9]. This model is a joint model of text and aspect ratings. In order to discover the corresponding topics, this model uses aspect ratings. Therefore, this model is able to extract textual evidence from reviews without the need of annotated data.

Nakatsui et al. analyze frequency of the description expression to depend on an item of review. And calculate the similarity users in consideration of tendency of the description expression[12]. It is difficult to use this way if calculate the similarity of the users of cosmetic items because

Since the compatibilities between skin and cosmetics items differ from one user to another.

As stated above, there are several studies to analyze reviews. However, there has been no study that tried to develop a method for automatic scoring of review texts, according to various aspects of cosmetic items and calculating the similarity of the users.

III. AUTOMATIC SCORING OF VARIOUS ASPECTS OF COSMETIC ITEM REVIEW TEXTS

In this section, we describe a method for automatic scoring of various aspects of cosmetic item review texts based on evaluation expression dictionary. At first, we describe the brief overview of our proposed method in section III-A. The method for automatic scoring of various aspects of cosmetic item review texts is given in section III-B. Section III-C describes an experimental evaluation of the automatic scoring method using real review data.

A. Overview of proposed method

Our final goal is to develop a cosmetic item review recommender system which can recommend truly useful reviews for a target user. It operates in a similar manner to collaborative filtering, by using a set of similar users who have common both preferences and feedbacks on their experiences of the cosmetic items.

In order to make a significance of our study clear, Fig.2 shows a conceptual diagram of the cosmetic item review recommender system, which is our final goal. In Fig.2, numbers in blue written as (1) - (4) are corresponding to the procedure of cosmetic review automatic scoring process, and Roman alphabets in red written as (a) - (e) are corresponding to the procedure of review recommendation process. More detailed procedures are shown below:

Automatic Scoring

1. Construct the evaluation expression dictionary which includes pairs of evaluation expression and its score by analyzing reviews sampled from non-scored DB.
2. Pick up reviews from non-scored DB to score them.
3. Automatically score reviews picked up in step (2) based on the evaluation expression dictionary constructed in step (1).
4. Put reviews scored in step (3) into scored review DB.

Review Recommendation Process
(a) User provides the name of a cosmetic item that she is interested in.
(b) System Refers to “similar user extraction module” in order to extract similar users to the target user of step (a).
(c) “Similar user extraction module” obtains the information about reviews and reviewers, and identifies similar users to the target user.
(d) Provide reviews of the similar users identified in step (c) to “Review recommendation module”.
(e) System recommends suitable reviews to the target user.

This paper focuses on development of the dictionary-based approach. Developing the live review recommendation method is part of our future work.

B. Automatic scoring based on evaluation expression dictionary

We describe about automatic scoring based on evaluation expression dictionary in this section. Fig.3 describes a conceptual diagram of constructing the co-occurrence keyword-based dictionary. The procedure of constructing the dictionary is as follows:

1) Analyze phrasal evaluation expressions extracted from reviews.
2) Divide the phrasal expressions into aspect keywords, feature words and degree words.
3) Construct the dictionary by assembling their co-occurrence relations and the evaluation scores.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phrase Expression-based Dictionary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Item</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Face Lotion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Face Lotion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Face Lotion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Review by userX : Skin is considerably moistened when I use this lotion A and is moistened very much! But it may cause skin irritation issues...

Fig. 3. Review scoring using phrase expression-based dictionary

The procedure of automatic scoring against non-scored reviews based on the evaluation expression dictionary is shown below:

1) Acquire a review text data.
2) Read a review text from the outside.
3) Judge the end of the sentence using punctuation mark when did morphological analysis.
4) Extract the sentence of the k unit from one review text.
5) Judge the sentence include keyword.
6) Pick up the sentence to satisfy co-occurrence condition from sentence including the keyword.
7) Survey the evaluation expression and score correspond co-occurrence condition. And calculate score every an evaluation expression to review texts.

C. Experimental evaluation of automatic scoring using real review data

We examine an experimental evaluation of the automatic scoring method using real review data in order to verify the effectiveness of our proposed method. As a first step, we analyze 5,000 reviews randomly extracted from review data for “face lotion” posted at @cosme, for understanding characteristics of the data.

a) Procedure of experimental evaluation: In this experiment, we use 10 review data for “face lotion” randomly selected from 5,000 reviews as described above, and then compare results by the following methods:
   - Manual scoring method without the Dictionary (as ground truth data).
   - Automatic scoring method based on the evaluation expression dictionary (proposed method).

In the case of the manual scoring, evaluators actually read review texts and score them between 0 to 7 stars for 10 aspects of “face lotion” set in advance. 2sThe evaluators are 30 people. They are 20’s to 50’s females.

In the case of automatic scoring, the method scores review texts between 0 to 7 stars for the 10 aspects based on co-occurrence keyword-based dictionary.

The 10 aspects for “face lotion” set for the experiment in advance are Cost performance, Moisturizing, Whitening care, exfoliation & Pore care/Cleansing effect, Refreshing feeling/Preventing sebum shine, Refreshing↔Thickening, Hypoallergenic, Preventing rough skin, Aging care and Fragrance.

b) Result of the Experiment: Fig.4 describes results of review scoring against 10 reviews based on co-occurrence keyword-based dictionary and manual scoring by evaluators.

The contents of 10 reviews are different from each other, so that the detected aspects are different. The average score (# of stars) of all aspects by manual scoring is 4.76, and the average score by our proposed method is 4.32. The mean absolute error (MAE) is 1.20.

Scores of the manual scoring tend to a little higher than scores of proposed scoring method. However, the range of the score is from 0 to 7 and MAE is 1.20, so that we may say that the results of automatic scoring by proposed method are quite close to the results of manual scoring as ground truth data. Total number of detected aspects are 31 aspects by manual scoring (ground truth) and 22 aspects by automatic scoring (proposed method). Therefore, the achievement rate of our proposed method against manual scoring is about 71%.

There are several “N/A” in Fig.4 by automatic scoring method. However, there is room for improving the result of aspect detection for reviews by updating the dictionary. In future work we will try to analyze larger number of reviews, and then improve and tune the dictionary. Moreover, we will develop a review recommender system for cosmetic items to further evaluate our novel scoring method.

Next, we focus on MAE of automatic review scoring. Fig.5 show result of review scoring for each evaluation aspect. The range of the score is from 0 to 7. Most MAE scores achieve results under 1.30. But MAE of “Hypoallergenic” achieve results more than 2.00. It is caused by scoring expression about problem of the quality of user’s skin like “My skin easily feels stimulation because I have a sensitive skin,"
but this lotion is good for me!”. We have to remove the noise evaluation expression using a correlative conjunction. In future work, we will try to analyze larger number of reviews, and also try to improve the expression dictionary. Moreover, we will develop a review recommender system for cosmetic items to further evaluate our novel scoring method.

IV. USER SIMILARITY CALCULATING METHOD FOR COSMETIC REVIEW RECOMMENDER SYSTEM

In this section, we describe the method for calculating the similarities of the users. At first, we introduce the overview of the proposed method in section IV-A. Secondly, we describe the method for clustering cosmetic items based on their rating similarity, in section IV-B. Finally, we show the method for user similarity calculating method in section IV-C.

A. The overview of the method

The purpose of our research is to develop cosmetic review recommender system based on providing the effective reviews for each user. In order to realize such recommender system, our system has to estimate the similar user to extract reliable ratings for the items. In this section, we describe the method to estimate the similar user using the rating for similar item clusters.

By using existing review providing services, users can get the reviews by the users who are similar skin type or similar ages. However, these reviews are not truly effective reviews for each users.

For example, we suppose that “Item B” has high esteem by user1, user2 and user3 (Fig. 6). User1 and user2 post high score for the “Moisture” aspect of Item B, and low...
In order to cluster cosmetic items, we adopt the k-means clustering method. In this case, we consider that similar user is the user who posts similar ratings for the same items. Therefore, we make clusters of similar items, then estimate the users who post similar ratings for the same items. Thus, it is possible to calculate user similarities based on the Pearson correlation coefficient using the matrix.

However, in our method, each item has not only one score but multiple scores against aspects of the items. We proposed 10 aspects for face lotion. Thus, when the number of scores and users corresponds to $p$ and $n$, the size of the ratings matrix become $p \times n$. In this case, $p$ corresponds to ten times of $n$. By using the ratings matrix $p \times n$, our method can consider a correlation coefficient based on not a comprehensive evaluation score but several evaluation scores against each item, in order to calculate user similarity. As a result, we believe that our method can achieve higher recommendation efficiency than conventional method.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we propose a system that can recommend the truly effective reviews of cosmetic items for each user. In order to realize such a recommender system, at first, we proposed a method for automatic scoring of various aspects of cosmetic item review texts based on an evaluation expression dictionary. To develop the automatic scoring method, we constructed a dictionary using co-occurrence keyword-based evaluation expressions. Secondly, we proposed a User Similarity calculating method for cosmetic review recommender system using the ratings of the similar cosmetic item clusters.
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